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Abstract

An increase in the frequency of extremely hot and dry events has been experienced over the past few decades in South America, and particularly in Brazil. Regional climate change projections indicate a future aggravation of this trend. However, a comprehensive characterization of drought and heatwave compound events, as well as of the main land–atmosphere mechanisms involved, is still lacking for most of South America. This study aims to fill this gap, assessing for the first time the historical evolution of compound summer drought and heatwave events for the heavily populated region of Southeast Brazil and for the period of 1980–2018. The main goal is to undertake a detailed analysis of the surface and synoptic conditions, as well as of the land–atmosphere coupling processes that led to the occurrence of individual and compound dry and hot extremes. Our results confirm that the São Paulo, Rio de Janeiro and Minas Gerais states have recorded pronounced and statistically significant increases in the number of compound summer drought and heatwave episodes. In particular, the last decade was characterized by two austral summer seasons (2013/14 and 2014/15) with outstanding concurrent drought and heatwave conditions stemmed by severe precipitation deficits and a higher-than-average occurrence of blocking patterns. As result of these land and atmosphere conditions, a high coupling (water-limited) regime was imposed, promoting the re-amplification of hot spells that resulted in mega heatwave episodes. Our findings reveal a substantial contribution of persistent dry conditions to heatwave episodes, highlighting the vulnerability of the region to climate change.

1. Introduction

Positive trends in the frequency and severity of compound drought and heatwave (CDH) events have been reported for numerous regions of the world, including USA [1, 2], Europe [3, 4], Australia [5] and China [6, 7]. The progressive intensification of these compound extremes represents one of the largest challenges in climate change [8, 9], and may be responsible for a wide range of natural and socio-economic impacts, such as heat-related mortality [10], severe wildfires [11], air pollution [12], agricultural losses [13], and water and energy shortages [14, 15].

It is now accepted that the univariate analysis of a single climate event typically underestimates the effect of the combination of climatic extremes over different spatial and temporal scales [1, 16]. In the case of hot and dry extreme episodes, the influence of local [17] and remote [18] land–atmosphere feedbacks contributes to their simultaneous occurrence. These feedbacks control the local temperature escalation via surface sensible heat from the drying soils; moreover, temperature anomalies can be propagated downwind via heat advection [18, 19]. The inter-links between droughts and heatwaves are however, still under study, both in terms of atmospheric drivers and land–atmosphere coupling [19]. Recent studies...
have characterized hot and dry compound extremes based on distinct approaches, including event coincidence analysis [20, 21], frequency of simultaneous occurrences of multiple extremes [22], or copula analyses [23].

South America (SA), and particularly Southeast Brazil (SEB), has experienced over the past few decades an increase in the frequency, intensity and duration of extremely hot and dry events [24, 25]. Recently, Perkins-Kirkpatrick and Lewis [26] showed that significant positive trends regarding the intensity and duration of the longest heatwaves per year were recorded for SA, and particularly SEB, over the period 1950–2014. Silva Dias et al [27], showed a temperature increase of more than 3 °C between 1940 and 2010 for the SEB mega-city of São Paulo (SP), that after the 80s decade also registered a significant increase in the number of heatwaves [28]. Positive trends in vapor pressure deficit have been also observed during the past decades in the Southeast Amazon region and SEB, pointing for a higher influence of land–atmosphere coupling under warmer climate [29]. Cunha et al [30] demonstrated that most Brazilian regions experienced in the last decade the most severe droughts over the past 60 years. This concentration of events involved unprecedented drought conditions in SEB during the austral summer seasons of 2013/14 and 2014/15 [31, 32]. These prolonged periods with lack of precipitation were responsible for catastrophic impacts in water availability for human consumption and hydropower generation [30]. Between January 2014 and February 2015, an unprecedented number of forest fires were recorded in the mountainous region of Rio de Janeiro (RJ) [33]. Additionally, a dramatic excess of fatalities was recorded in the region due to a severe dengue fever outbreak, linked to home water storage tanks installed by the population [34, 35]. The severe water scarcity in SEB also led to significant impacts on economy, with the coffee production sector suffering great losses [36, 37].

Climate projections indicate a continuing intensification of these extreme events in a separate mode and, particularly, in a compound manner [24, 25]. Despite the scientific progress to date, the full comprehension of the mechanistic links between heatwaves and drought is in its early stages [19]. Conceptual and technical barriers remain, such as the ambiguity in drought and heatwave definitions [38], limitations of data products [5], and challenges in the characterization of causal links across the land–atmosphere interplay [19]. This is paramount for the SEB region considering that, despite a few recent exceptions [39], the region still lacks a comprehensive assessment of CDH events and their impacts. In addition, SEB is a heavily populated area responsible for 60% of the total Brazilian gross domestic product. In 2018, the population in SEB—which encompasses the Mega Metropolitan Regions of SP, RJ, and Belo Horizonte, capitals of SP, RJ and Minas Gerais (MG) states, respectively—reached 87 million, representing 42% of the total Brazilian population [40].

This study aims to (a) analyse the historical evolution of CDH events in SEB, (b) characterize the land and atmosphere conditions, and (c) disentangle the physical land–atmosphere coupling mechanisms, enabled by the atmospheric and surface conditions analysed in (b), that were responsible for the observed record-breaking dry and hot events recorded during the 2013/2014 and 2014/2015 summers.

2. Data and methods

2.1. Data

Daily and hourly meteorological data, including maximum temperature ($T_{\text{max}}$), precipitation, 500 hPa geopotential height (Z500), surface net solar radiation and surface sensible heat flux values were extracted from the European Centre of Medium-range Weather Forecast ERA-5 reanalysis data-sets (Copernicus Climate Change Service—C2S, 2017) [41]. Soil moisture data were obtained from the Global Land Evaporation Amsterdam Model (GLEAM v3.3a) [42, 43]. All variables were retrieved for the summer season (December–February) using the 1980–2018 base period, at a gridded 0.25° × 0.25° spatial resolution, and for a selected area encompassing SEB (14°–26° S, 54°–38° W) (figure 1).

2.2. Compound drought and heatwave definition and indices

Drought conditions were defined at a monthly scale and considering 3 month Standardized Precipitation Index (SPI) values $< -1$ [44]. Heatwave events were identified using a relative threshold methodology [38], considering periods of consecutive days with $T_{\text{max}}$ values above a certain percentile of $T_{\text{max}}$ for the particular calendar day (calculated on a 15 day window). Different percentiles (80th, 90th, 95th) and durations (3–4 days, 5–7 days, >7 days) were considered. In order to isolate $T_{\text{max}}$ values from the global warming effect, the linear trend was removed from the entire time series by applying a 1st degree polynomial regression technique.

Considering the above-mentioned criteria for the definition of monthly drought and daily heatwave periods, a CDH event was defined as a heatwave episode that occurs during a month under drought conditions (i.e. a month with an associated 3 month SPI value $< -1$). This is a simple and effective compound event metric that was already used in previous studies [1] and that safeguards the inherent and different time-scales linked to the definition of both extremes. To quantify the historical change of CDH events for each SEB grid-cell, we derived a percent (%) change index. This percent change is defined as the difference between the number of compound events recorded during the 1999/00–2017/18 and 1980/81–1998/99 summer seasons, normalized
Figure 1. Percent change (%) in CDH events (all events considered, with durations of at least three consecutive days) during 1999/00–2017/18 summer seasons (DJF) relative to 1980/81–1998/99 summer seasons. Each panel shows a different heatwave severity, based on (a) 80th, (b) 90th and (c) 95th temperature percentile thresholds. Statistically significant \( p < 0.05 \) percentage changes are identified by thin black crosses.

by the total number of events identified throughout the whole analysis period. In order to assess the statistical robustness of the above mentioned percent change values, a non-parametric Wilcoxon Rank Sum test \([45]\) was computed. This statistical test assesses the significance between pairs of data that are non-normally distributed. In this particular analysis, the annual CDH events observed during the 1980/81–1998/99 and 1999/00–2017/18 summer seasons were defined as the pairs of data to be tested. Finally, the percent change values were considered as statistically significant if they were result of two pairs of data with different median values. The percentage of total summer pixels under a compound regime was also analysed. This methodology follows the approach applied to the USA by Mazdiyasni and AghaKouchak \([1]\), and it is obtained by calculating the percentage of total number of pixels for each summer season that are in CDH conditions:

\[
\text{pixels}_{\text{total}} = \text{pixels}_{\text{lat}} \times \text{pixels}_{\text{lon}} \times \text{pixels}_{\text{time}} \quad (1)
\]

lat and lon represent, respectively, the number of pixels in latitude and longitude, and time represents the number of days within each summer season. For instance, a percentage of 100% indicates that concurrence conditions were recorded for the entire SEB area as well as during all summer days.

2.3. Definition of atmospheric blocking anomalies

Regional atmospheric blocking was detected by searching reversals of the usual Z500 gradient. Instantaneous (at the daily scale) local blocking was defined by detecting grid-cells presenting simultaneously negative Z500 gradient towards 15\(^\circ\) north and 15\(^\circ\) south, i.e. meridional maxima of Z500 \([46]\). These daily detections were used to compute monthly and seasonal climatological frequencies of regional blocking occurrence, and, subsequently, to derive monthly and seasonal relative anomalies with respect to the 1980–2018 base period.

3. Results

3.1. Historical evolution of compound episodes

We started by analysing the percent change of CDH events, considering all the summer heatwave episodes with durations above three consecutive days and three different thresholds (80th, 90th, 95th percentiles) (figure 1). During the 1999/00–2017/18 period, concurrences increased substantially (values between 50% and 100%) over the northwestern SEB section, the central and southern areas of MG, and the northeastern section of RJ. This increase is statistically significant over large swaths when compared to the 1980/81–1998/99 period. Positive values were also observed in some areas of SP, however a general absence of statistically significance was evident. All the remaining areas presented near-zero or even negative values, mostly not statistically significant. The spatial variability pattern of the percent change was very similar throughout the considered temperature thresholds.

In addition to considering different thresholds we also assessed the percent change for different heatwave durations (figure 2). Despite some slight differences regarding the spatial pattern of percent change values distribution throughout all the combinations of drought and heatwave, in general, severe and long compound events have become more frequent than those short and mild. This is particularly evident for the SEB northwestern section and MG central and southern areas. For compound event durations of 3–4 days (figures 2(a)–(c)), large parts of SEB presented positive and statistically significant \( p < 0.05 \) percent changes, with the highest values in the MG central region. Regarding compound events with a duration of 5–7 days (figures 2(d)–(f)), the pattern was very similar, despite the higher absolute values of percent change. As we consider even longer heatwaves and higher intensity thresholds, the SEB area with negative percent change values also increases, although the values are typically non-statistically significant. Taking into account the longest compound
heatwave events (figures 2(g)–(i)), the regions with higher positive and statistically significant values were located within MG, which is in fact, the only SEB area that presented a robust and consistent pattern of positive % change throughout all the combinations of severity and duration of compound heatwaves. Regions such as the coastal section of RJ and some interior land parts of SP also presented positive changes close to 100%. However, the interpretation of these results requires a careful consideration due to their lack of statistical significance.

We looked in detail to the critical summer seasons that contributed more to the positive changes in SEB. In each one of the three most populated states (namely SP, MG and RJ), the percentage values of total summer pixels under a compound regime were also analysed (see section 2 and figure 3). To consider as many compound events as possible, the percentage levels were computed using the lowest heatwave percentile threshold (80th) and a duration of at least 3 days. Considering the whole SEB area, the most critical summer seasons in terms of concurrence percentage were observed during the last decade of the period under analysis, particularly during the summers seasons of 2013/14, 2014/15 and 2015/16, when the combined values were about 20% (figure 3, black curve). The severe conditions observed during the 2013/14 summer season were largely explained by the percentage of concurrence recorded for SP (>40%). The high percentage of concurrence observed for RJ (near 50%) and for MG (30%) is likely to explain the values observed during the 2014/15 summer season over the whole SEB. Throughout the first half of the analysis period (1980–1999), relatively high SEB concurrence was also recorded, particularly during the 1983/84 and 1985/86 seasons. For the latter, SP recorded the second-highest percentage of concurrence in the analysis period (near 30%). Similarly, RJ showed a relatively high percentage of concurrence during the first half of the period, in particular during the 1983/84, 1989/90 and 1995/96 seasons. For the state of MG was also evident the high percentage of concurrence during the last decade of the analysis period, supporting the results shown in figure 1, where MG was the only SEB area with a consistently and statistically significant increase in CDH events. In short, it is unquestionable that the three summer seasons between 2013 and 2016 were characterized by the most severe CDH events although with some different spatial incidence from season to season.

Figure 2. Percent change (%) in the occurrence of summer (DJF) CDH events during 1999/00–2017/18 relative to 1980/81–1998/99. The rows correspond to different heatwave durations (3–4, 5–6, >7 days). The columns show different heatwave severities (80th, 90th and 95th percentiles). Statistical significant ($p < 0.05$) percentage changes are identified by black crosses.
3.2. The record-breaking 2013/14 and 2014/15 summer seasons

3.2.1. Land and atmosphere characterization

The unprecedented CDH situation observed during 2013/14, particularly for SP, and during 2014/15 particularly for RJ and MG, deserves the analysis of the atmospheric synoptic conditions, the land surface drivers and the soil–atmosphere coupling mechanisms. Figure 4(a) represents the yearly summer precipitation anomalies from 1980/81 to 2017/18. During the last quarter of the analysis period, the three states presented a marked correspondence between drought–heatwave concurrence and precipitation deficits (figures 3 and 4(a)). For SP, the negative association was more evident for the 2013/14 summer season, when the lowest ever recorded negative precipitation anomaly (figure 4(a)) corresponded to the highest concurrence percentage (figure 3). Regarding the states of MG and RJ, this particular summer season was also characterized by an extreme absence of precipitation. In fact, the precipitation anomaly in RJ was very similar to that in SP, however, the SP percentage of concurrence was far greater (figure 3). Figure 4(b) shows a different perspective on surface dryness for the different states. Severe and historically unprecedented drought conditions were observed over SP in 2013/14, while in MG and RJ soil moisture anomalies were closer to zero, or even positive in some areas. This indicates that, although these regions experienced similar conditions in terms of mean summer precipitation deficits (figure 4(a)), the surface was considerably drier in SP. This asymmetry between the three states was likely due the occurrence of different precipitation episodes in these three states and to greater evaporation rates in SP, promoted by higher shortwave radiance incidence at surface. The later was linked to anticyclonic conditions promoting clear skies and high diabatic heating (figures 4(d) and S1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/ERL/16/034036/mmedia)). In fact, looking at the large-scale atmospheric circulation, we found that during the 2013/14 summer season SP experienced a higher than normal percentage of days under atmospheric blocking than MG and RJ (figure 4(d)). These quasi-stationary anticyclonic circulation patterns are prone to higher than average incidence levels of solar radiation at surface [47, 48], and ideal to foster evaporation—as long as soil moisture is still available—progressively drying the soils and favouring the escalation of temperatures through diabatic heating [48]. Figure S1 corroborates this point, showing the incidence of high levels of solar incoming radiation, particularly over SP. Therefore, the different synoptic atmospheric conditions experienced by SP, MG and RJ were essential to explain the differences among soil moisture levels (figure 4(b)), the number of heatwaves, and the percentages of concurrence (figure 3).

For MG and RJ, the lowest (highest) recorded precipitation anomaly (percentage of concurrence) was observed during the 2014/15 summer season. Despite this, the precipitation anomaly values were not so different compared to 2013/14. By contrast, soil moisture anomalies (figure 4(c)) were much stronger and widespread in MG and RJ when compared to the 2013/14 season (figure 4(b)). This difference reflects the fact that during the period between the 2013/14 and 2014/15 summer seasons, pronounced precipitation deficits were maintained, particularly for MG and RJ [49]. Consequently, the soil moisture values continued to decrease at a faster rate in these two states, compared to SP. Secondly, the synoptic
atmospheric circulation pattern in MG and RJ, contrary to SP, induced clear sky conditions and strong diabatic heating, leveraging initially high evaporation rates (until soil dry-out) and the occurrence of several heatwave periods, and, consequently, compound events. During the 2014/15 season the predominant atmospheric blocking pattern (figure 4(e)) moved northeast, affecting a broader area in RJ and MG when compared to the 2013/14 season (figure 4(d)). Consequently, clear sky conditions were predominant over these two states, offering the ideal conditions (radiative forcing and diabatic heating) for boosting the development of heatwaves over RJ and MG, rather than over SP (figure S1). Analysing the isohyposes at 500 hpa during the 2014/15 summer season (figure 4(e)), it is possible to observe a well-defined wave pattern of the mid-atmosphere circulation spanning from the central south Pacific Ocean to the western South Atlantic Ocean and to the vicinities of south and southeastern coast of Brazil. This ridge-trough sequence was a clear signature of a large-scale teleconnection wave train that was also identified (although with less intensity) during 2013/14 (figure 4(d)). This Rossby wave train was induced by an equatorial Pacific heat source north of Australia [31].

3.2.2. The land–atmosphere coupling mechanisms
To characterize the land–atmosphere interactions responsible for the potential reinforcement of hot and
dry events [1, 17, 19], the anomaly time series of near-surface air temperature, surface net solar radiation, soil moisture and sensible heat flux were analysed in detail for the three SEB states. Figure 5 shows the results of this analysis for the 2013/14 summer season, highlighting several periods defined by positive anomalies of 2m air temperature, particularly in SP. The first period appeared during the first days of December 2013 (3rd–5th) and was primarily promoted by a strong diabatic process represented by positive anomalies of surface net solar radiation. The summer season started with positive soil moisture anomalies and, consequently, negative anomalies of sensible heat fluxes were not recorded. It is important to note that ECMWF convention for vertical radiative fluxes is negative upwards and positive downwards. The summer season progressed under a pronounced lack of precipitation, especially over SP, promoting a steady decrease in soil moisture. From the last days of December until mid-January another hot period was recorded, presenting a close association with positive anomalies of surface net solar radiation. The meteorological situation of clear sky conditions and precipitation deficits remained until the megahotwave event over SP, from January 20th to February 15th. The pronounced variation of the accumulated values from all the analysed parameters reflects the magnitude of this episode (see bold lines in figure 5). Initially, the positive temperature anomalies were induced by strong diabatic contributions that promoted a sharp decrease in soil moisture due to a high evaporative demand. As the availability of water on the surface reduced, the surface started to deliver part of the available radiative energy back to the atmosphere through sensible heat fluxes, further intensifying the temperatures. During 2014/15, the role played by land–atmosphere coupling was larger in RJ and MG compared to SP (figure S2).

In contrast to the 2013/14 summer season, the soil moisture anomalies during the beginning of the 2014/15 season were already negative, reflecting antecedent precipitation anomalies, and continued to decrease as the season progressed. This led to pronounced anomalies in surface sensible heat fluxes. This land–atmosphere coupling was evident for RJ during the whole month of December and January, especially when diabatic forcing conditions were met. Regarding MG, the coupling process was more intense throughout the entire month of January 2015.

4. Discussion and conclusion

Until this study, the physical mechanisms responsible for triggering the amplification of CDH events remained unclear for SEB, particularly with respect to (a) the level to which heatwaves, as recurrent isolated events causing heat-stress, could enhance already established drought conditions, (b) the extent to which prolonged drought and subsequent surface sensible heat fluxes can amplify heatwaves, and (c) the degree to which (a) and (b) can concur. The summer seasons of 2013/14 and 2014/15 were clear examples of such an association between drought and heatwave in this important region of Brazil. This inter-relationship was controlled by two soil–atmosphere coupling regimes that were predominant during distinct periods of both summer seasons, and defined by pronounced evaporative demands and different evaporation levels and soil moisture availability [50]. The first regime (energy-limited), characterized by a low coupling, occurred during the first half of both summer seasons, in which consecutive hot periods coupled with long-term precipitation deficits were important to induce the dry surface conditions. During the hot periods, the demand of the atmosphere induced by the clear sky conditions and low humidity levels was satisfied by increasing evaporation rates and, consequently, the soil moisture availability suffered an accelerated decrease (figures 5(c) and S2). The ideal synoptic conditions for high levels of shortwave radiation incidence were maintained and, due to a severe dryness of the surface, a high coupling regime (water-limited) was imposed, in which the heatwave events were amplified by the simultaneous drought conditions. In this second regime, the evaporative demand continued to increase. However, contrary to the first regime, evaporation rapidly decreased. This was due to an absence of soil water availability, and so, the surface started to lose its capability to meet the atmospheric water demand. Relying in previous conducted analysis, it is likely that the transpiration declined as plant stomata closed to prevent desiccation [19, 51], not just as a response to the low soil water content, but also to the high atmospheric vapour pressure deficit. At this stage, the surface started to disproportionately dissipate the incoming radiation as sensible heat, instead of latent heat (evaporation). Consequently, near surface atmospheric temperatures further escalated, increasing the severity of the events, and leading to mega-heatwaves such as the ones we recorded for SEB. Therefore, the presence of the observed higher-than-average blocking patterns over SEB during the 2013/14 and 2014/15 summer seasons—responsible for reduced cloudiness, large precipitation deficits, advection of warm air and a high atmospheric demand for humidity—proved to be essential for soil moisture depletion, yielding large fluxes of sensible heat and a subsequent reduction in evaporative cooling. These persistent synoptic conditions likely resulted, therefore, in the progressive intensification of drought and heatwave conditions.

For Europe, it has been demonstrated that conditions of dry soils can also intensify heat entrainment from the top of the atmospheric boundary layer and favour the near-surface multiday storage of heat in the residual boundary layer [17]. Model experiments have also shown the potential of soil dryness to
sustain anticyclones, and consequently intensify heatwave periods [52]. Moreover, soil desiccation upwind has also been shown to increase the temperature escalation in downwind locations via heat advection [18, 53]. Most of these previous studies have concentrated in Europe, North America and Australia [1–5]. While heatwave–drought concurrence over SEB has been much less studied, recent analyses have shown that the synoptic-scale high-pressure conditions are required to generate these compound events in SEB [28, 39]. In addition, these events are related to teleconnections perturbations of inter-tropical oceanic/atmospheric modes, such as the Madden–Julian oscillation [54] and the El Niño–Southern oscillation [37, 55].

Regarding the historical evolution of these events, it is possible to conclude from our analyses that, besides the northwestern SEB section, also central MG, RJ and some areas of SP close to MG and RJ, experienced an increase in frequency. This concurrence increase proved to be more intense as we considered the most extreme and longer-lasting heatwave classes. However a careful consideration should be raised to the lack of statistical robustness among the observed percent change values, particularly for the severest and longest CDH events. Considering that the linear positive effect of global warming in $T_{\text{max}}$ levels was accounted by removing the trend from the time series, this result indicates an increase of daily $T_{\text{max}}$ extreme values through an increase of the time series variability. This could be explained by a growing role by dry surface conditions in generating and enhancing temperature extremes over the last years. Therefore, one of the main conclusions is that over the last decades temperatures and extreme dry and hot conditions have intensified over the densely populated SEB. These results are in accordance with previous studies for other regions worldwide [24, 28, 30, 56].

Nowadays it is well known the existence of a wide-range of impacts associated to CDH events, not just within natural sectors and ecosystems, but also for humans and particularly in what concerns public health [10, 14, 57]. All these impacts are expected to be exacerbated in a future hotter climate scenario triggered by the emissions of Greenhouse gases and other anthropogenic factors [10, 14]. For instance, Gasparrini et al [10] estimated that populations living in regions like Europe, Southeast Asia and South America will record a sharp surge in heat-related impacts. This will be especially true for areas where heat-stress conditions are expected to be exacerbated due to a joint effect of a global warming trend, a higher contribution of local and or remote drought condition to temperature extremes [17, 18], and also due to a regional urban heat-island effect [58]. In regards to SEB, an increment on the occurrence of compound hot and dry events is expected, particularly in the absence of a serious decrease in the emissions of Greenhouse gases. In order to provide scientific support to policy making, studies of this type are of extreme relevance and should be further supported by national and international funding agencies.

Figure 5. Anomalies (left y-axis) from 1st December of 2013 to 28th February of 2014, of (a) surface 2m temperature (at a hourly scale), (b) surface net solar radiation (at a hourly scale), (c) soil moisture (at a daily scale) and (d) surface sensible heat flux (at a hourly scale) for SP (blue line), MG (purple line) and RJ (green line). The respective colored bold lines represent the accumulated values of each variable since 1st December (right y-axis).
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